
ON REDUCIBILITY BY RECURSIVE FUNCTIONS

PAUL R. YOUNG1

Throughout this paper, the word "set" means set of nonnegative

integers.

Definition (Kleene-Post). The join of two sets A and B

(J(A,B)) is {2x\xEA}VJ{2x+l\xEB}.

1. Introduction. In [5], Kleene and Post show that J(A, B) deter-

mines a least upper bound of the degrees of A and B in the partial

ordering of Turing degrees of unsolvability. It is easily shown (and

well known) that I (A, B) determines a least upper bound of the de-

grees of A and B in the partial orderings of truth-table degrees,

bounded-truth-table degrees, and many-one degrees. Thus the partial

orderings of these degrees are all upper semi-lattices. The principal

result of this paper (Corollary 2) is that the partial ordering of one-

one degrees is not an upper semi-lattice. A second result is that there

is a pseudocreative set P and a simple set 5 such that P is many-one

reducible to 5 but 5 is not Turing reducible to P.

2. Notation. We write A ^x B to indicate that there is a 1-1 recur-

sive function/ such that x£A if and only if f(x)£B, and we write

A ¿i B if there is no such function. If both A ^i B and B ^i A,

we write A =\B, and if neither A ^\B nor B 1i\A we say that

A and B are 1-1 incomparable. We write A ^m B if there is some re-

cursive function g such that x£A if and only if g(x)E.B. If A ;Sm B

and B ¿m A, we write A =m B. N is the set of all nonnegative inte-

gers and if A is a set, A' = N—A.

3. The 1-1 reducibility ordering is not an upper semi-lattice.

Lemma 1. If A and B are simple sets, so is J(A, B).

Proof. Clearly J(A, B) is recursively enumerable (r.e.). Since

A ^ i J(A, B) and A is not recursive, J(A, B) cannot be recursive.

Therefore if J(A, B) is not simple, there is some infinite r.e. set

CC.J(A, B)'. But in this case, either {ä;|2xGC} is an infinite r.e.

subset of A' or {x\ 2x+l(EC} is an infinite r.e. subset of B'. Since

both A and B are assumed to be simple, either is a contradiction, and

we conclude that J(A, B) must be simple.
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Corollary 1. If two simple sets, A and B, have a 1-1 least upper

bound L, then L is simple.

Proof. Clearly L is not recursive. Since L is assumed to be a 1-1

least upper bound for A and B and since J(A, B) is a 1-1 upper bound

for A and B, L ái J(A, B). This shows that L must be r.e. Let/ be a

1-1 recursive function such that xÇHL if and only if /(jc)GJ(4, B).

Since L is not recursive, if L were not simple there would be an infinite

r.e. set CQL'. But then f(C) would be an infinite r.e. subset of

J(A, B)', contradicting the fact that J(A, B) is simple. Therefore if L

is a least upper bound, L is simple.

Lemma 2 (Tennenbäum). If A and B are infinite r.e. sets and if

A úmB via the recursive function g and if g is 1-1 on A', then there

exists a 1-1 recursive function f such that f(A)=B and x£zA' implies

thatf(x)=g(x).

Proof. See [2, p. 70].

In [2], Dekker and Myhill show that if A is an immune set and

xGA', then A\J{x} %iA.

Lemma 3 (Dekker-Myhill). If S is a simple set and x£S', then

(i)SU{x} = mS, (ii) SVJ{x] ^iS, and (iii) S $iS\J{x}.

Proof of (i) and (ii). Let R be an infinite recursive subset of S and

let g be a 1-1 recursive function whose range is R. Define

/(*) = «(0),

f(y) = g(n + 1) if y = g(n),

f(y) = y if y £E R and y ^ x.

ThenSU{x} áiSvia/.
Let z be any member of S' other than x. Define h(x) =z and h(y) =y

unless y = x. Then 5 ^ m 5W {x} via h.

Proof of (iii). Suppose 5 ái 5W{x} via some 1-1 recursive func-

tion/. Then {x,/(x),/2(x),/3(x), • • • } is an infinite r.e. subset of S',

contradicting the assumption that 5 is simple.

Theorem 1. Suppose So and Si are 1-1 incomparable simple sets. If

L* is a simple 1-1 upper bound for So and Si, then there is an infinite

collection of simple sets, { • • ■ , L_2, L_i, L0, Li, • • • }, such that

(i) ¿* = ¿o,

(ii) Li g 1 Lj for all i £j,

(iii) Lj $1 Li for anyi<j,

(iv) Li =m Ljfor all i and j, and

(v) So èi Li and Si ^iLi for all i.
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Proof. Note that if 5 is a simple set and y G 5, then we may em-

ploy Lemma 3 to obtain S í=i S— {y}. Thus from the transitivity of

1-1 reducibility and from Lemma 3, we see that it suffices to show

that if L is any simple 1-1 upper bound for S0 and Si then there is an

integer x0£Z/ such that both S0 and Si are 1-1 reducible to L\J {x0}.

Therefore assume that L is a 1-1 upper bound for S0 and Si and that

So ái L via/o and Si íái L via/i. Applying Lemma 2, we may assume

that/o(So)=L=/i(S1).

There exists x0(E.L' — range f0 and there exists #i£Z/ — range fi, be-

cause, for example, if no such x0 exists, /o is a recursive permutation

and hence So — 1 L and Si ^ 1 So, a contradiction.

Since x0{¡.range f0, Sa úiLU{x0} via/0. Define

h(x) = fi(x) if fi(x) ¿¿ xq,     h(x) = Xi if fi(x) = x0.

Then x0£.range h and Si 5¡i LW{x0} via h.

Corollary 2. No two 1-1 incomparable simple sets have a common

1-1 least upper bound. The partial ordering of 1-1 degrees is not an upper

semi-lattice.

Proof. The first assertion follows from Corollary 1, which asserts

that any such least upper bound would have to be simple, and from

the preceding theorem, which shows that no simple set can be such a

least upper bound.

To prove the second assertion it suffices to show that 1-1 incom-

parable simple sets exist. But by Friedberg's solution to Post's Prob-

lem [3], there exist Turing incomparable r.e. sets, and by a result of

Dekker [l], every nonrecursive r.e. set is Turing equivalent to some

hypersimple set. Thus Turing incomparable hypersimple sets exist,

and hence 1-1 incomparable simple sets exist.

4. Structure of r.e. sets. R.e. sets have been classified by the rich-

ness of their complements in the possession of r.e. subsets. (See

[7] and [8].) For example, a noncreative r.e. set A has been called

pseudocreative if for every r.e. set B(ZA' there exists an infinite r.e.

set CCA' such that BC\C = 0. In [6], Myhill points out that if A is

any nonrecursive noncreative r.e. set and if B is recursively iso-

morphic to {(a, n) I a£A and n£N}, then B is pseudocreative. Such

a set, B, is called a cylinder of A, and it is readily verified that if B

is a cylinder of A then A gi B and A =m B.

In [9], the author has studied relations between one such classifi-

cation of the r.e. sets and 1-1 and m-\ reducibility. For those re-

ducibilities at least as strong as m-i reducibility and no stronger

than Turing reducibility, the following theorem shows one difficulty

in relating the richness of the complements of two r.e. sets in the
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possession of r.e. subsets to the reducibilities which may hold between

the two sets.

Theorem 2. There exists a simple set S and a pseudocreative set P

such that P Um S but S is not Turing reducible to P.

Proof. Let S0 and Si be simple sets such that Si is not Turing

reducible to S0. (As mentioned in the proof of Corollary 2, such sets

exist.) Let S = J(S0, Si) and let P be a cylinder of S0. By Lemma 1

S is simple, and as we mentioned above, P is pseudocreative. Since

So =m P and So èi S, P ám S. On the other hand, Si úi S, so if S

were Turing reducible to P, Si would also be Turing reducible to P,

and hence Si would be Turing reducible to S0, a contradiction.

Remark. Theorem 2 also holds with "hypersimple" replacing

"simple." This follows from the fact, which we shall not prove here,

that if A and B are hypersimple sets, J(A, B) is hypersimple also.

Furthermore, the join of two maximal sets is easily shown to be hyper-

hypersimple. (See [4] for a definition of maximal sets, [7] for a defini-

tion of hypersimple and hyperhypersimple sets.) Thus if not all maxi-

mal sets are Turing equivalent, then Theorem 2 holds with "hyper-

hypersimple" replacing "simple."2
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! In a forthcoming paper, A maximal set which is not complete, G. Sacks shows that

(1) there are infinitely many r.e. Turing degrees which are degrees of maximal sets,

and (2) a set is recursive if and only if it is recursive in every maximal set.


